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"Junior Sister Yue, you need to run. It is not safe here." Qian Rui shouted. 

"But... I can't leave you here." Qin Yue shook her head. 

"Remember, you need to run. After that, hide inside your space. Don't come out until you feel it's safe. It 

is better if you come after Senior Brother Xia comes out from his seclusion." Qian Rui stated. 

"But what about you guys? I can't leave you here." Qin Yue wanted to cry. 

Qian Rui was smiling. "We will be fine. Don't you know our strength?" 

"But..." Qin Yue wanted to say more. 

"No, but. Can you listen to me for this time?" Qian Rui grabbed Qin Yue. 

"Okay... But you need to promise me that you will be safe." Qin Yue nodded. 

"I promise. You will see me in the future." Qian Rui nodded. 

Qin Yue looked at Qian Rui once again before leaving. Qian Rui was relieved when seeing his junior sister 

escape safely. Now he just needed to go and help his senior brothers. 

When he returned to the place, he could see that his senior brothers had been captured. They were 

seriously injured. There was blood around them. He did not know if they were alive or not. 

"Let my senior brothers go!" Qian Rui shouted in anger. 

"Oh, there you are." A man stated. "Hmm? Where is Qin Yue?" 

"Humph! Why should I tell you? My junior sister is not here. You better let my senior brothers go." Qian 

Rui rushed over to punch the person. 

But he was blocked by someone. They were into fights. 

Qin Yue came out. She was running. Until she found someone. 

"Qin Yue!" 

Qin Yue heard someone call her name. She stopped because she knew it was her best friend, Fung 

Yinluo. 

"Are you okay?" Fung Yinluo showed a worried expression. 

"Hmm... I am okay. But my senior brothers... I don't know what happens to them." Qin Yue stated. 

"Hmm... I just found out about that. They were planning to catch you." Fung Yinluo said. She grabbed 

Qin Yue's hand. "Come on. Let's follow me." 

Qin Yue trusted Fung Yinluo 100%. So, she followed Fung Yinluo to a cliff. She thought Fung Yinluo asked 

her to hide there. 



However, she was shocked to see a lot of people here. Qin Yue looked at Fung Yinluo. 

"Yinluo, what is this?" Qin Yue asked in a trembling voice. 

"You still can not think about that? Of course, I was luring you here." Fung Yinluo sneered. 

"What? Why?" Qin Yue asked. 

"I hate you." Fung Yinluo stated. 

"Why?" Qin Yue asked again. 

"I hate everything about you. You robbed everything from me." Fung Yinluo glared at Qin Yue. 

"I robbed everything from you? I don't remember it." Qin Yue shook her head. 

"The position of the disciple of Sir Tang Moting... and Xie Likui. I liked him first." Fung Yinluo shouted. 

"I didn't know about that. Likui also did not tell me about that." Qin Yue said. 

"It does not matter right now. You will not be free anymore." Fung Yinluo smirked. 

Qin Yue wanted to enter the space but she could not do it. 

"You want to enter your space but you can't do it, right?" Fung Yinluo chuckled. 

"What did you do to me?" Qin Yue gritted her teeth. 

"Just some trick." Fung Yinluo said while smiling. 

"Good job." An old man said to Fung Yinluo. 

"It's my pleasure to help." Fung Yinluo nodded. She retreated to the back. 

"Hello, Miss Qin Yue. Nice to meet you." The old man said while smiling at Qin Yue. 

"Who are you?" Qin Yue narrowed her eyes. 

"I am your master's old friend. I am really interested in your space. I want to see it." The old man stated. 

"Why should I show it to you? Am I close to you?" Qin Yue said. 

"Well, you better think about that again..." The old man said while signaling something. 

With that, several men brought her senior brothers here. 

"Senior Brothers!" Qin Yue shouted. 

Her senior brothers had been beaten up. 

"See... As I said earlier, you should think about it." The old man smiled. 

"You old bastard!!!" Qin Yue shouted in anger. 

"That Moting should have taught you how to treat elders." The old man narrowed his eyes when he 

heard Qin Yue shout at him "old bastard". 



Wei Jun regained consciousness. He saw Qin Yue. 

"Junior Sister Yue." Wei Jun called Qin Yue. 

Qin Yue heard him. She wanted to go to Wei Jun. 

"Ms. Qin Yue, don't move. Otherwise...." The old man said. 

Qin Yue stopped her steps. This old bastard threatened her with her senior brothers' lives. 

"What do you actually want?" Qin Yue calmed down and asked. 

"I already told you that I am interested in your space." The old man said. 

"I can't give it to you. It is inside my soul." Qin Yue stated. 

"Hmm... You will have to be my slave then." The old man said. 

"My junior sister will not be your damn slave." Qian Rui shouted. 

He already regained consciousness as well as Lin Shu. 

"Junior Sister Yue, don't worry about us." Lin Shu gave a look at Qin Yue. 

The old man signaled something to his men. Then his men whipped Qin Yue's senior brothers. 

They were hissing in pain. 

"Stop!" Qin Yue shouted. 

"Ms. Qin Yue, I am just helping you to make the decision faster." The old man said. 
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"Junior Sister Yue, don't worry about us. Just don't obey him." Wei Jun smiled. "Ah!" He had been 

whipped again. 

Seeing her senior brothers being tortured in front of her was not a good feeling. The tears flew down. 

Qin Yue made her own decision. 

"Senior Brothers, I know my decision would hurt your feeling. But we don't have any choice." Qin Yue 

said. 

The old man smiled widely when he heard Qin Yue's words. "Good girl. I know you will understand." 

Qin Yue looked at the old man's face. She wanted to remember this face forever. 

"Yeah. I will not disappoint you." Qin Yue said. 

Then, Qin Yue exploded herself. Those who were nearby were implicated. 

"No!!!" All the senior brothers of Qin Yue shouted. 

They would not believe that their beloved junior sister would explode herself like that. 

"The fuck!!! That bitch!" The old man gritted his teeth. He was also implicated in the self explosion. 



His men were injured. Some of them were even seriously injured. One of them was Fung Yinluo. She was 

standing behind the old man enjoying the view. 

When Qin Yue exploded herself, Fung Yinluo did not have time to protect herself. So, she ended up 

burning her body including her face. 

"Ah... Ah... Ah..." Fung Yinluo shouted in pain. "My face... My body..." 

She was a woman. Her face and her body were important assets. Not to mention, she was still not 

married. She took out some healing potion and poured it onto her face, hoping it would help. But the 

pain did not decrease at all. Her face still hurt. 

"Sir Xien, please help me." Fung Yinluo begged for the old man's help. 

The old man snorted. This woman was of no help to him anymore. Why should he help her? 

Fung Yinluo could see that the old man did not want to help her at all. However, she kept begging. 

The old man already felt angry because he could not get a hand on Qin Yue's space. And now he had to 

deal with this woman? Hell no! 

The old man turned to Qin Yue's senior brothers. They were looking lifeless. Who didn't? The person 

that they swore to protect was gone. How could they answer their senior brother, Qin Xia? 

Qian Rui looked at the old man. He glared at the old man like crazy. If the look could kill, the old man 

would already have lost his life. 

"It is not my fault. She is the one to choose death." The old man stated. 

"That's because you forced her." Qian Rui replied. "I will not forgive you." 

"Humph! Whatever. Kill them." The old man ordered. 

However, they did not give the old man the pleasure to kill them. They also chose to explode 

themselves. 

"These bastards!" The old man protected himself. 

The people who held Qin Yue's senior brothers also died in the explosion. 

"Why are they choosing to explode themselves just like that? I don't know what kind of teaching Tang 

Moting teaches them." The old man frowned. 

The incident was known to everyone. Not one knew who spread the rumour but they knew that four of 

Sir Tang Moting's disciples lost their life at that time. 

Qin Xia was in seclusion. No one knew where his location was. He must not have received any news 

about his junior brothers and sister. Otherwise, he would also have come out. Everyone knew that he 

doted on his junior brothers and sister, especially Qin Yue. 

However, the news about Qin Yue's space did not spread. They just assumed that the old enemy of Sir 

Tang Moting appeared and has taken revenge on his disciples. 



The timing was great because Qin Xia was out of action. Qin Xia was strong. Some of the old folks were 

afraid of Qin Xia 

No one knew what Qin Xia would do when he came out of his seclusion and found out about the 

incident. 

The old man already ran away leaving all of his helpers. The helpers were from normal families. They 

joined hands with the old man because they were also interested in Qin Yue's space. 

Who was not interested in that kind of thing? The small world could give a lot of benefits to them. They 

heard the information from Fung Yinluo. 

Fung Yinluo indeed experienced that first-hand. Qin Yue told her about it and took her inside her space. 

Fung Yinluo felt her strength increase a bit. 

She believed if she spent a lot of time inside Qin Yue's space, her strength would increase magnificently. 

That was what she told to others, making others want to join their hands. 

The incident also arrived in Xie Likui's ears. He was not near the place where the incident happened. But 

he was being called by his family. 

His family was located far away. It was a hidden family. He came out of the place because he followed 

his master, the breaded old man. 

The reason his family called him back was that his father wanted him to get married to the person which 

his father chose. His father did not want their blood to be tarnished by others. So, his father made the 

decision that he would get married to his cousin. 

Of course, Xie Likui did not agree. He protested, refusing to get married with his cousin. He already had 

someone that he wanted to marry. He would get married to that person only. 
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Because of that, Xie Likui had been grounded. At the same time, he heard about that incident. He would 

not believe his ears. He asked others about that and they confirmed that it was genuine news. 

He dropped his knees to the ground after that. His beloved had died. Died because of someone. 

Why? Why he did not stay by her side? If he stayed by her side, things might be different now. He 

shouted loudly. 

He should not be here. He rushed out. His father sent people to stop him from leaving. This time, he 

would not be obeying his father. 

He fought his way. At the main entrance, his father, Xie Chongsan stood there. 

"You can't leave. You have a duty to this family." His father stated. 

"Screw with this family. I am going to leave this family and cut ties with you all." Xie Likui shouted. 

Xie Chongsan frowned. "Xie Likui, you are my son. You should know better about our family." 



Xie Likui looked at his father without feeling afraid or anything. In the past, he was really afraid 

disobedient to his father. But now, he did not afraid anymore. 

Seeing his son being silent like this, Xie Likui's father thought that Xie Likui understood him. "Since you 

understand, stay home and wait for marriage. I am sure that your cousin would be happy with this." 

"If you want her so much, why don't you marry her?" Xie Likui stated. 

"What are you saying, Xie Likui?" Xie Chongson shouted in anger. 

"I don't want to get married to her. I want to leave this house and cut ties with this family." Xie Likui 

stated the same things again. 

"Xie Likui!" Die Chongson shouted. "Don't you dare say a nonsense thing?" 

Xie Likui snorted. He already made the decision. No one could stop him right now. He would do anything 

to leave this house. 

"Guard, take the young master to his courtyard, and don't let him out until he knew his wrong." Xie 

Chongsan called their family guards. 

Ten guards appeared instantly and blocked Xie Likui's path. 

"Young Master, please return to your courtyard. Otherwise, we will take proper measures to take you 

there." One of the guards said the words politely. 
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Seeing Xie Likui ignore the words, they began to attack Xie Likui. Of course, they did not dare to hurt the 

young master. 

Xie Likui responded by sending one of the guards flying back and crashing to the wall. The guard was 

knocked out. The guards looked at each other. 

"Step aside. Otherwise, something else will occur." Xie Likui narrowed his eyes. 

Xie Chongsan was shocked to see one of the guards fainted from being kicked by Xie Likui. He did not 

know that his son had become this strong. 

The more he thought, the more Xie Chongsan did not want this son to leave the house. 

Xie Likui did not care what his father thought about him. He just wanted to go and find his beloved. He 

needed to confirm the news himself before he could believe that. 

"Do whatever you could to bring young master to his courtyard." Xie Chongsan shouted. 

Hearing the order, the guards made their moves, attacking Xie Likui. Xie Likui fought them back. 

The fight continued until Xie Likui successfully defeated all of the guards. 

"I am Xie Likui, hereby announcing that I will be leaving Xie Family to start today. I will never come 

back." Xie Likui shouted. This time, he was using this power to deliver the message to all of Xie's family 

members. 



Some of them were shocked, some of them were confused and some of them were secretly happy with 

the news. 

"Xie Likui! How dare you!" Xie Chongsan shouted. 

"Thank you for everything that you have done for me." Xie Likui kowtowed once, stood up, and left with 

his sword. 

Xie Likui went to the mountain peak where Sir Tang Moting's disciples left. The place was in ruin. 

.... 

Qin Xia opened his eyes. He finally managed to break through. His strength was improved magnificently. 

He came out from his seclusion. 

The first thing that came to his mind was his junior sister. He wondered how she was right now. He 

wanted to see her. 

He headed out to the mountain peak. Before that, he stopped at the market. He wanted to buy 

something for his junior sister. As for his junior brothers, they were not that important to him. 

While he was busy thinking about what to buy for his junior sister, he heard some people's conversation. 

"What a pity." 

"Yeah. Their master just passed away not long time ago." 

"That person must hate Sir Tang Moting so much. He even killed his disciples." 

That last sentence sent shivers down Qin Xia's back. He calmed down. He joined the conversation 

wanting to know about what had happened. 

"What happens?" Qin Xia asked. 

"You don't know?" The man asked back. 

The men around did not recognize Qin Xia. That was because Qin Xia wore a mask. 

"Yeah. I just come to this place." Qin Xia stated. 

"You should know Sir Tang Moting, right?" The man asked. 

"Of course, I am." Qin Xia nodded. 

"He just passed away. And something bad happened to his disciples. Apparently, they had been killed by 

an old enemy of Sir Tang Moting." The man stated. 
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Qin Xia's eyes flickered. His junior brothers and sister were killed? That was impossible. 

"Did that really happen?" Qin Xia asked again. 

"Yeah. Well, all of them exploded themselves to escape being killed by the enemy. So, technically, they 

were killed by the enemy." The man stated again. 



Qin Xia hid his fist under his sleeves. His hands were also trembling when he heard that they exploded 

themselves. 

However, Qin Xia thought that something did not add up. His junior sister had her space that she could 

rely on. His junior brothers knew about it too. If something happened, Qin Yue would take her senior 

brothers into her space for protection. 

"I heard something else." The man leaned on Qin Xia. 

"What is it?" Qin Xia needed some information. 

"I heard that the daughter of Fung betrayed Young Miss Qin. That is why the enemy could restrain Sir 

Tang Moting's disciples. If only, the first disciple of Sir Tang Moting, Young Master Qin was there, they 

would have escaped this catastrophe." The man sighed. 

Qin Xia's pupils reacted when he heard about Fung Yinluo. He disliked Fung Yinluo from the start. But his 

junior sister seemed to like Fung Yinluo very much. His junior sister even gave permission to Fung Yinluo 

to enter the mountain. So, he ignored her. 

Qin Xia thought that he needed to meet with Fung Yinluo. He thanked the man for the information and 

gave some money to the man. The man was stunned when he saw the money. But he was happy to 

receive the money. He thought selling the information to others was pretty good business. He planned 

to do so from now on. 

Qin Xia sneaked into Fung Yinluo's house. He already knew where the house was. The maid was shocked 

to see an unknown man in Fung Yinluo's courtyard. She was planning to scream for help but Qin Xia 

knocked her out. 

Qin Xia kicked the door open. Fung Yinluo thought it was her maid. 

Without turning around, Fung Yinluo shouted in anger. "Who told you to come inside? Get out right 

now!" 

Fung Yinluo was very angry. After the incident, her face was badly injured. It was still not recovered yet. 

She already asked her father to invite some doctors to heal her face. But none of them could heal the 

injury. 

Her wound did not show any sign of recovery even though time passed. Neither did she know that she 

had been poisoned by Qin Yue before Qin Yue chose to explode herself. Qin Yue was the master of 

healing but she was also the master of poison. 

Qin Yue also sold her poison to the black market without her master's and senior brothers' knowledge. 

Her poison was so strong that no one in the world could cure it. 

"Fung Yinluo." Qin Xia called the name. 

Fung Yinluo turned out to throw the cup but her movement was stopped when Qin Xia tapped her nerve 

point. She fell laying on the ground. She wanted to see the culprit who dared to break into her 

courtyard. 



The person's face finally cleared out. Qin Xia took off the mask revealing the handsome face behind the 

mask. 

Fung Yinluo's eyes widely opened. Of course, she knew this man. It was Qin Yue's senior brother, the 

first disciple of Sir Tang Moting, Qin Xia. 'What is he doing here? He is supposedly in closed-door 

cultivation.' 

Qin Xia waved his hand, creating a shield so that people outside would not be able enter the room. He 

did not want to be disturbed by others when he had a lot of things to ask the laying person in front of 

him right now. 

"You should know who I am, right?" Qin Xia asked. 

Fung Yinluo could not answer. 

"Oh, I forgot that you can not speak right now." Qin Xia tapped one of her nerve points, allowing Fung 

Yinluo to speak. 

When Fung Yinluo knew that she could speak, she immediately shouted for help. Qin Xia did not panic at 

all. He was waiting for Fung Yinluo to be tired of shouting. 

Fung Yinluo noticed that no one came inside after a long shout from her. She looked at Qin Xia. This man 

must have done something. 

"Are you done? If you want to shout again, please do so." Qin Xia smiled but the smile did not reach his 

eyes. 

Seeing that Fung Yinluo did not shout anymore, Qin Xia continued. "Now, you can answer my question, 

right?" 

Fung Yinluo was trembling. She knew that she could not escape now. But she did not want to die yet. 

She needed to think about something else. Yeah, she thought something great. It might save her life 

from being killed by Qin Xia. 

"Yes. I will tell you everything." Fung Yinluo nodded. 

"I am waiting." Qin Xia stated. 

"I am being forced by Sir Xien. He told me that he was Sir Tang Moting's enemy. When she knew that Sir 

Tang Moting had passed away, he wanted revenge by killing Sir Tang Moting's disciples. He knew that I 

was Qin Yue's best friend. So, he forced me to trick Qin Yue into his trap. Otherwise, my life and my 

family would be in danger. Please, Young Master Qin, you must understand." Fung Yinluo pushed the 

blame on Sir Xien, the old man that was interested in Qin Yue's space, pretending that she was a 

completely innocent person in the incident. 
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Fung Yinluo felt better when she thought about this. Qin Xia must be resenting that old man. She could 

feel that Qin Xia was stronger than Sir Xien. It might be good if Qin Xia could kill Sir Xien. She and her 

family would be safe after that. 



Yeah, her family also knew about it. Her father supported Sir Xien too because he was also interested in 

Qin Yue's space. How did he know about Qin Yue's space? Of course, Fung Yinluo told them about it. 

Fung Yinluo was also the one who told Sir Xien about Qin Yue's space. 

Qin Xie did not reply right away. He stared deeply at Fung Yinluo. Fung Yinluo tried to control her facial 

expression. 

"Young Master Qin?" Fung Yinluo tried to call him. 

"I see." The tone that Qin Xia used was very normal. He did not look like he was angry. 

What Fung Yinluo heard about Qin Xia from Qin Yue was that Qin Xia doted on Qin Yue so much. Qin Xia 

should be angry now when he heard about the incident. Someone killed his junior sister. But Qin Xia was 

very calm right now. 

Fung Yinluo thought about something. Qin Xia probably did not care much about his junior brothers and 

sister. But because of Sir Tang Moting's name, he was forced to care about them. 

"But I don't think you told me the truth, though." Qin Xia stated. 

The statement made Fung Yinluo tremble even more. Qin Xia did not believe her. 'What should I do? 

What should I do? Calm down. Calm down. Even though he is unconvinced about that, he could not do 

anything to me.' 

"Do you know about the 'search soul' method?" Qin Xia stared at Fung Yinluo. 

Fung Yinluo's eyes opened widely. Of course, she had heard about the method. The 'Search Soul' 

method was a method that made sure that the person was telling the truth that the person knew. 

However, the method was very dangerous to the informers because once someone used the method on 

a person, that person would go crazy, or worse, die. 

"Please, don't use that method on me." Fung Yinluo begged for mercy. "I am sorry for having bad 

intentions towards Qin Yue. I am sorry." 

"Your sorry means nothing to me." Qin Xia said. "I want to know the truth. But I think you did not tell me 

the truth. That is why I will find out the truth." 

This time, Qin Xia approached Fung Yinluo. Fung Yinluo wanted to run away but she could not move at 

all. She was still laying on the ground. 

"Sir Qin, please, don't do that to me." Fung Yinluo begged again. 

Qin Xia ignored the begging. He placed his hand on Fung Yinluo's forehead. He began to use the method. 

Sure enough that Fung Yinluo was lying to him. Everything became clear to Qin Xia. Because of her 

jealousy towards Qin Yue, Fung Yinluo betrayed Qin Yue. 

After being done, Qin Xia removed his hand from Fung Yinluo's forehead. He looked at his hand with 

disgust. He immediately took out his handkerchief and wiped his hand. He did not put the handkerchief 

back and threw it away. He would not use it again. 



It was time to pay back. The person who killed his junior brothers and sister, he would hunt them. As for 

Fung Family, he would leave them for later. 

Qin Xia left Fung Yinluo's courtyard. He just left Fung Yinluo's just like that. Nobody would know about 

him coming here. Fung Yinluo already became crazy. She would not remember anything at all. 

From what Qin Xia got, he knew where Sir Xien was. He would go and settle accounts with him first. 

After that, he would visit all of the families who were involved in the incident. 

When Qin Xia was about to leave Fung Yinluo's house, he met with Xie Likui. 

"You come to see Fung Yinluo?" Qin Xia asked. 

"Yes." Xie Likui nodded. 

"She already became crazy." Qin Xia sneered. 

"What... You used the 'Search Soul' method?" Xie Likui asked back. 

"Yeah. It is very good information." Qin Xia said. 

"Tell me too. I want to know." Xie Likui said with a serious expression on his face. 

"I am about to go to slay the culprit. Do you want to follow me?" Qin Xia invited Xie Likui. 

"My pleasure." Xie Likui agreed. 

"Are you sure? Will your family allow you to get involved with this?" Qin Xia already knew about Xie 

Likui's hidden family. 

"I already cut ties with them. They are not my family anymore. I am just a Xie Likui." Xie Likui stated. 

"Good. Then, let's go." Qin Xia said. 

Both of them arrived at Sir Xien's place in the middle of the night. Sir Xien was about to sleep when 

suddenly he heard a loud bang. Then, he could hear someone knocking on his door. 

"Sir Xien, we have intruders." One of his men reported. 

"Do you know them?" Sir Xien still looked calm. 

"We don't know." The man shook his head. 

"Let me see who dares to disturb this place." Sir Xien went out to see the intruders. 

When Sir Xien arrived at the scene, he was shocked to see all of the men whom he trained laying on the 

ground, not moving at all. He did not know whether they were still alive or not. 
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"Who are you?" Sir Xien asked. 

Qin Xia sneered. "You should know me better. I am your enemy's disciple." 



'Enemy's disciple'. That word stroke Sir Xien's mind. He finally understood. A few days ago after the 

incident, he asked his men to leak that Qin Yue and her senior brothers got caught by their master's 

enemy. 

The man in front of him must be Qin Xia, the first disciple. Sir Xien calmed down. He offended a lot of 

people during his younger days. So, he thought an unknown master came to claim his life. 

Since it was Qin Xia, Sir Xien thought he did not need to be worried . He did not think that Qin Xia was 

much stronger than him. He could handle Qin Xia. 

"I see... Qin Xia, is it?" Sir Xien smiled arrogantly. 

"You are correct." Qin Xia replied. 

Sir Xien turned to another person beside Qin Xia. "So, who are you then?" 

"I am Xie Likui." Xie Likui stated his name. 

"You are that bearded man's disciple. What are you doing here? Don't tell me you want to help him." Sir 

Xien recognized the name. 

"You dared to kill her? You need to die." Xie Likui was telling Sir Xien straightforwardly his purpose for 

coming here. 

Sir Xien laughed. "What hot tempered boys. Do you think you can kill me?" 

"Try me." With that, Xie Likui rushed toward Sir Xien. 

Both of them started fighting. Sir Xien's men started to attack Qin Xia. Qin Xia snorted. He avoided the 

attacks and made just one move. The men went down, hissing in pain. 

Sir Xien noticed it. He frowned. Those men had been trained by him personally. How could they fall just 

like that? 

He glanced at Qin Xia who just looked casually at him. Qin Xia should be the one angry since he killed 

Qin Xia's brothers and sister. 

"You should pay attention to your opponent during the fight." Xie Likui said while attacking Sir Xien 

fiercely. 

Sir Xien did not manage to avoid the last attack. He got hit and flew back several meters. He vomited 

some blood. 

Xie Likui did not wait for Sir Xien to catch a breath. He began his attack. 

Sir Xien lived a long time. He knew a few tricks. He thought that he needed to retreat first. It would not 

be advantageous for him to fight in this state. 

However, Sir Xien did not manage to do so because Qin Xia was already in front of him and grabbed him. 

"I see. You want to escape." Qin Xia stated Sir Xien's aim. 

Sir Xien's eyes flickered. He was indeed trying to escape. 



"You can escape but only to the afterlife." Qin Xia smiled. 

That smile looked very creepy to Sir Xien. Sir Xien struggled to escape Qin Xia's grip. 

Qin Xia lifted Sir Xien up and threw him to the wall. The wall immediately collapsed showing how much 

strength Qin Xia used to throw Sir Xien. 

Sir Xien once again vomited some blood. He felt weird. He did not expect his body to become as weak as 

this. He thought of something. 

"What did you do to me?" Sir Xien suspected that Qin Xia and Xie Likui did something to his body. 

"I just threw you." Qin Xia stated. 

"I just beat you up." Xie Likui said with a straight face. 

"You must have done something to my body. Otherwise, my body would not be as weak as this." Sir Xien 

shouted in anger. 

"Don't blame us. Your body is just weak. You should think of retiring." Qin Xia smirked. 

"You!!!" Sir Xien vomited blood again. 

Sir Xien was so angry. He planned to escape but when he wanted to use his power, he could feel pain all 

over his body. As the result, he vomited some blood. 

Qin Xia thought of something. His eyes lifted up. Then he laughed. Xie Likui and Sir Xien looked at him. 

"Junior sister Yue, you are still amazing till the end." Qin Xia uttered the statement. 

It was not too loud nor too soft. Everyone could hear that. 

"What do you mean by that?" Sir Xien could feel that this sentence involved himself. 

"My junior sister must have poisoned you before she died." Qin Xia said. 

"What? How... When?" Sir Xien asked. 

He did not notice that he had been poisoned by that little bitch. How could she have poisoned him on 

that day? 

"I don't know. You can wonder about that forever." Qin Xia snorted. 

His junior sister liked to create things. It was not weird if she mastered the arts of poison . Qin Xia saw a 

bunch of weird potions inside Qin Yue's room. Not to mention, some poisonous plants had grown inside 

her space. 

"No... No... No... It can not be." Sir Xien shouted. 

However, when he wanted to use his power again, the same thing happened. He felt the pain all over his 

body. 

"Even though you are already poisoned, I will still not forgive you." Qin Xia said. 



He summoned a purple fire. Sir Xien's eyes opened widely when he saw the fire. No... He needed to run. 

Ignoring the pain, he tried to stand up. 

However, Qin Xia already threw the purple fire toward Sir Xien. The purple fire began to surround Sir 

Xien and burned him. He tried to shake off the fire but it was useless. 

"Argh!!! Argh!!!" Sir Xien screamed in pain. 

He was struggling a lot while screaming. 
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Purple Fire or zihou was one of the power fires in the cultivation world. There are five power fires in 

total. Zihou was a torturing fire. 

It would burn its enemy for the whole one week. After one week, that person would die and not go to 

reincarnation because their soul had already burned out. nothing left. Not only the body would be 

burned but the soul would be burning too. It would be very painful for anyone. 

That was why zihou was feared and wanted at the same time. A lot of people wanted the zihou to be 

theirs but power fires had their own mind. They chose their master. And this time, zihou already chose 

Qin Xia as its master. 

Qin Xia and Xie Likui left the place. The men were relieved knowing they could survive even though they 

were injured. 

But they would not believe it when Xie Likui launched his attack killing them all. They died. As for Sir 

Xien, he would continue to burn for the whole week. After that, zihou would return to Qin Xia. 

..... 

For the next few days, Qin Xia and Xie Likui went to the house of the people that killed Qin Yue and his 

junior brothers. Qin Xia got the list from Fung Yinluo's memory. 

Those people begged for mercy. But Qin Xia and Xie Likui did not feel anything. They eliminated all of 

the family members. No one would be left. They should know that they would be chased when they 

killed Qin Yue. 

The news spread around. Qin Xia and Xie Likui did not care what others wanted to say as long as the 

culprits died. 

The Fung Family began to worry when they heard the news. They did not know the reason those people 

died but they could guess. Those people were involved in Sir Tang Moting's disciple's murder. 

"Head, I think Qin Xia knows who was involved in killing his brothers and sister." One of Fung's family 

members said. 

"It is obvious. But how does he know about that?" 

"Do you think Sir Xien told him?" 

"It is possible." 



"Sir Xien must have been tortured before Qin Xia gets the information. Not to mention, Qin Xia has 

Zihou." 

They all knew about Zihou. They were surprised that the current master of Zihou was Qin Xia. 

"Incorrect. I got the information from your family member." 

They were shocked to hear the voice. They turned to see Qin Xia and Xie Likui at the hall entrance. 

"You... You..." The head of the Fung Family, as well as Fung Yinluo's father, Fung Ming pointed at Qin Xia 

with a shaking hand. 

"What do you mean you get the information from our family member?" One of the Fung Family 

members gathered his courage to ask."Head Fung, you should know who I am talking about." Qin Xia 

smiled. 

"You... You..." Fung Ming knew what Qin Xia talked about. "How could you do that to my daughter?" 

Everyone was shocked. A few days ago, Fung Ming called a doctor to take a look at his daughter, Fung 

Yinluo. The doctors confirmed that Fung Yinluo had gone crazy. 

When Fung Ming asked about the reason, the doctors could not tell him because they did not know. 

They also could not cure Fung Yinluo. He was angry at the doctors. He chased all of them out. 

Fung Yinluo was the daughter that he doted on. She was his first child. He loved his daughter so much. 

When Qin Xia told Fung Ming that he got the information from Fung Yinluo, Fung Ming understood why 

his daughter had gone crazy. 

"You perform the 'Search Soul' method on Yinluo'er." Fung Ming gritted his teeth. 

"That's correct. Thanks to her, I know who was involved in killing my junior brothers and sister." Qin Xia 

smiled even more widely. He then continued. 

"Everyone on the list had been killed. Yours is the last one." 

"You can not kill us. If you want to kill, you can kill Fung Yinluo." One of the family members suggested. 

"Fung Tong! How dare you suggest that?" Fung Ming shouted. 

"Head, you need to think about others too." Fung Tong said. 

"Yes!" 

"That's right." 

Other began to agree with Fung Tong. They did not want to die. If this could be settled by killing Fung 

Yinluo, why not? 

Fung Yinluo was a woman. So, she was not that important to the family since she would be married to 

another family to gain allies if nothing happened. 

But now, Fung Yinluo was already crazy. She had no use. No one wanted to marry a crazy woman. 



"You all want to rebel?" Fung Ming pointed his finger at others. 

"Head, you need to consider others as well." Fung Tong mentioned the same thing. 

Fung Ming gritted his teeth. He understood that. He was the head of the Fung Family. He needed to 

think about the benefit to the family. But Fung Yinluo was his daughter. His flesh and blood. 

"Qin Xia, I will handle Fung Yinluo for you. You can dispose of her at your will." Fung Ming made the 

hardest decision in his life at this moment. 

He was willing to sacrifice his daughter for the family's benefit. 

"Head, you are benevolent." Fung Tong nodded, satisfied with the decision that Fung Ming made. 

The family members praised Fung Ming for the good decision. With this, they would not have to die. 
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"Sir Qin, please wait. We will get Fung Yinluo for you." Fung Tong said. 

Qin Xia suddenly laughed out loud. Everyone did not dare to move. 

"Are you done discussing among yourselves?" Qin Xia asked after laughing. 

"Sir Qin, we will give Fung Yinluo to you. So, please spare our family." Fung Ming said. 

"Yeah. We are innocent." 

"Fung Yinluo is the bad one." 

Fung's family members shouted. Fung Ming did not say anything just stared at the family members who 

shouted about wanting to kill his daughter. His heart went cold. 

"Innocent? Bad? Are you sure?" Qin Xia stated. 

Qin Xia sneered. "When Fung Yinluo told you all about my junior sister's space, you all were greedy, 

wanting her space to be yours. You even wanted her to be your family slave. So that you can use her 

space at your will. And some of you even suggested that she should be married to your family members. 

Am I right?" 

Xie Likui was standing beside Qin Xia doing nothing. But when Qin Xia was exposing the plan where the 

Fung Family wanted to make his beloved a slave and wanted to marry her to their family, he finally 

showed some emotion. 

"You wanted to make her a slave? You wanted to marry her to your family?" Xie Likui stepped forward 

and asked the Fung Family. 

The Fung Family noticed Xie Likui. The aura that Xie Likui emitted was not normal. Not everyone had this 

kind of aura. They felt oppressed by this man's aura. 

Some of the Fung Family members could not stand the pressure. They kneeled on the floor. 

"You should know that your family is not so innocent." Qin Xia stated. 



Xie Likui began to kill everyone. Qin Xia joined too. Some of them rushed out of the hall. Qin Xia and Xie 

Likui did not worry that they would escape because they already made a barrier around the family 

mansion. 

No one could escape the barrier unless they had someone familiar with the formation. But the Fung 

Family did not have anyone like that in their family. 

Qin Xia fought with Fung Ming. Fung Ming was not weak. He fought Qin Xia with all his might. He already 

hated Qin Xia for making his daughter in her current state. 

But Fung Ming was not strong enough. Qin Xia killed him with three moves only. Then Xie Likui and Qin 

Xia proceed to kill everyone in the family. They did not miss anyone. Children, women and servants. 

Xie Likui went to Fung Yinluo. From what Qin Xia said, Fung Yinluo was the one who told everyone that 

Qin Yue had the space. Because of that, his beloved was targeted. 

Even though Xie Likui knew that Fung Yinluo already went crazy, he was not satisfied. Xie Likui kicked the 

door. 

The maid who attended Fung Yinluo looked at the door. It was an unknown man. 

"Who are you? What do you want?" The maid asked. 

Xie Likui did not answer the maid and was directly killed the maid. The maid was shocked when she was 

killed without knowing anything. 

Fung Yinluo was smiling. When she saw Xie Likui, she stood up from her bed. 

"Oh, you are my lover. Come here. Come here and sit." Fung Yinluo waved her hand to Xie Likui. 

Xie Likui stared at this woman. This woman was the cause of his beloved dead. His beloved had died but 

the culprit was still alive. The more he thought about that, the more hate he felt toward Fung Yinluo. 

Fung Yinluo saw that the man did not respond to her or come to her side. She stepped forward 

approaching the man. She was about to reach out her hand. 

Suddenly she felt a sharp pain in her hand. Her hand dropped to the ground while the blood burst out. 

Fung Yinluo shouted in pain. 

Yeah, Xie Likui cut the hand which wanted to touch him. He did not feel any pity for Fung Yinluo. 

"Why did you do this to me? You are mine. You should not hurt me like this." Fung Yinluo questioned Xie 

Likui. 

Xie Likui smirked. "I am yours?" He kicked Fung Yinluo. 

Fung Yinluo smacked into the wall. The blood came out of the mouth too. 

"Are you done?" Qin Xia asked. 

All of the family members had been killed. No one was left except for Fung Yinluo. 

"I want her to suffer more." Xie Likui stated. "I will destroy her root." 



When the root had been destroyed, the cultivator would be a normal human being without any 

strength. 

"Good, I will cut her hands and legs off." Qin Xia added. 

Xie Likui placed his hand on Fung Yinluo's forehead. Fung Yinluo was happy when Xie Likui touched her 

forehead. She thought Xie Likui wanted to heal her. 

Xie Likui gathered all of his strength in his palm. He wanted to give a very painful strike on Fung Yinluo"s 

root. 

"Argh!!!!!!!" Fung Yinluo shouted in pain when Xie Likui stroked her root. 

Fung Yinluo's root had been destroyed. Now she already became a normal human being. 

Qin Xia stepped forward. 

"You should have been a good friend to my junior sister. She told you about her space because she 

trusted you so much but you betrayed her just like that." Qin Xia said. 

Qin Xia strikes Fung Yinluo's hand and legs. The joins had been cut. But Qin Xia stopped the bleeding. 
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"Why do you stop her bleeding?" Xie Likui frowned. 

"This way, she would be suffered longer. She is a human being right now. She needed to eat. Without 

eating, she would suffer hunger and eventually die. Don't you think it will be perfect suffer to her?" Qin 

Xia smiled. 

Xie Likui was silent. That was indeed an excellent way to leave a human being to suffer before dying. 

Both of them left Fung Mansion. Qin Xia looked behind. He clicked his fingers. The huge fire surrounded 

the Fung Mansion and burned everything. 

..... 

Xie Likui returned to the forest where he and Qin Yue used to hunt monsters together. The forest was 

full of their memories together. 

Xie Likui went to the inner part of the forest where they built a white mansion together when they were 

together. He stepped inside the mansion. 

Inside the mansion, there were two statuses of a man and a woman standing beside each other. The 

statuses were him and Qin Yue 

It was Qin Yue's idea to build the statuses. They promised each other that they would be together 

forever. But Qin Yue left him alone right now. 

The tears that he had to hold back came out naturally in front of Qin Yue's status. 

"Yue... Yue... Yue... I am sorry... I am sorry... I don't stand by your side... I am really sorry." Xie Likui was 

mumbling something while sobbing. 



Xie Likui was sobbing for a long time. He did not know how much time had passed. 

"Likui, I want this place to be our training place. Our children would come here to gain strength and 

experience defeating the monsters. This mansion would be the final trial to them. Is my idea lovely?" 

Xie Likui called what Qin Yue wanted to turn this place into a training space. 

He would achieve what Qin Yue wanted. He returned to his master, the bearded old man to study more 

about creating the space. 

pAn,Da n<0,>v,e1 He also went to Qin Xia for help. Qin Xia was surprised by what Xie Likui wanted to do 

but he did not stop him. Qin Xia even gave everything that Qin Yue previously owned. 

Qin Yue left a lot of notes about weapons, potions and space. It was sealed in a box. Qin Yue told Qin Xia 

that no one could open the box except for someone. 

Qin Xia was confident that someone was Xie Likui. Meaning this box was meant to be with Xie Likui. 

Xie Likui recognized the box. Qin Yue made the box in front of him. She even asked for his blood for the 

recognition method. So, only Qin Yue and Xie Likui could open the box with their blood. 

Xie Likui thanked Qin Xia for this and left. He continued to study for 20 years. After he felt confident 

about this, he returned to the white mansion. 

He stood in front of the two statuses. He looked up at Qin Yue's status. 

"Yue, I miss you." Xie Likui smiled sadly. 

Xie Likui took a long breath while closing his eyes. After he opened his eyes, the look on his face 

changed. 

The next few days, the cultivation world had been exploded with the news that the south forest had 

been missing. Everything went missing. The tree, the river, and the monsters were gone. 

No one could explain why that happened. Some of them suspected that a battle took place in that forest 

and destroyed everything. Another theory said that an immortal came and took interest in that forest. 

So, he brought the forest back with him. 

.... 

"It had been five days. Why don't Sister Yu Qi woke up yet?" Dian Qi Qi saw while watching Yu Qi. 

"Don't worry. She looks fine. Even Long Hui is still not waking up." Dian Shu Xian calmed his younger 

sister down. 

That's right. It had been five days since Yu Qi and Long Hui fell into this state. At first, they thought Yu Qi 

and Long Hui had been chosen. The same thing happened to some of the people here. 

But after two days, others woke up except for Yu Qi and Long Hui. Dian Qi Qi thought they would wake 

up later. She went to ask Dian Zin Fang who that been chosen too about his experience. 

Dian Zin Fang told her about his experience. He had received an ancient sword technique and had been 

training for about two years. 



At first, he did not want to stay long because he did not want to be trapped in the miracle space for 

another ten years but the master who taught him told him that the time flow was different here. He 

would not miss the time to return. 

Others also said the same story except for the inheritance that they got. Everyone got different 

inheritances. 

However, the fifth day arrived today, Yu Qi and Long Hui still were not waking up. Dian Qi Qi even tried 

to wake them up and a formation appeared surrounding both of them making it impossible to get close 

to Yu Qi and Long Hui. 

Dian Qi Qi sometimes saw Yu Qi and Long Hui's bodies glow in the light. Everyone was curious about 

that. They wondered what kind of inheritance Yu Qi and Long Hui got making they had stayed inside for 

such a long time. 

"You should not be too worried. I am sure that Yu Qi and Long Hui are fine." Wan Yang My comforted 

Dian Qi Qi. 
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Suddenly the bright glow from Yu Qi and Long Hui's bodies became bigger, almost blinding everyone 

who was watching them. It was only for one second. Then the light disappeared. 

Feeling the blinding light had disappeared, everyone kept looking at Yu Qi and Long Hui. They could see 

that both Yu Qi and Long Hui finally opened their eyes. 

Dian Qi Qi wanted to rush to Yu Qi but to her surprise, Yu Qi rushed to hug Long Hui. She wondered why 

did Yu Qi react like this after she woke up. 

Long Hui felt that his body had been hugged right after he opened his eyes. He still thought he was still 

in a dream. 

He looked down and saw it was his beloved Qi Qi hugging him. His beloved Qi Qi was crying. 

"Qi Qi, why are you crying like this?" Long Hui gently patted Yu Qi's head. 

"I am sorry... I am sorry..." Yu Qi said repeatedly in between her sobbing. 

"What is going on, hmm?" Long Hui still asked in a gentle tone. 

Yu Qi finally looked up. Her face was full of tears. Long Hui was shocked to see his beloved Qi Qi crying 

like this. Everyone was also surprised when seeing Yu Qi like that. 

Long Hui panicked. He thought Yu Qi was in pain. That was why she cried like that. 

"Qi Qi, tell me. Are you in pain or something?" Long Hui asked. 

"I am really sorry. I left you alone. You dealt with the pain for such a long time. I am sorry." Yu Qi went 

sobbing again. 

Long Hui was confused. 

"Likui, I am sorry." 



When Yu Qi mentioned the name, it struck Long Hui away. He looked at Yu Qi in disbelief. 

"You...." Long Hui looked at Yu Qi. 

Bucong Jiye was also watching Yu Qi and Long Hui. She heard that Yu Qi was calling the wrong name. 

"I didn't know that her fiance's name was Likui?" Bucong Jiye stated. 

"I thought his name is Long Hui." Bucong Nanyi said. 

"Then, who is Likui?" Bucong Jiye sneered. 

Bucong Jiye wanted to say that Yu Qi was cheating with another man named Likui. Since people hated 

dirty cheaters. 

Dian Qi Qi glared at Bucong Jiye sharply. However, she did not say anything. She turned to Yu Qi and 

Long Hui again. 

Yu Qi was still crying. But she finally got a hold of herself. She forgot that Long Hui did not have any old 

memories of when they were Qin Yue and Xie Likui. But she could not hold herself when seeing Long 

Hui. 

She missed "Xie Likui" so much. After she exploded herself, her soul did not shatter away. Usually, when 

cultivators decided to end their lives, their souls would be shattered away. They could enter the 

reincarnation path. 

However, it was not the same for Qin Yue. Her space protected her soul. Her soul was lingering at that 

place where she exploded herself. 

Her soul was happy when she saw Xie Likui coming to the place. Then her soul had been attached to Xie 

Likui. After that, she was together with Xie Likui the whole time. 

When he went to get revenge on her behalf with Qin Xia, when he was studying, she was together with 

him for the whole time. 

She was crying too when she witnessed Xie Likui crying because of her death. At that time, she regretted 

the decision that she made when she decided to explode herself. 

When Xie Likui decided to create the space, she also helped Xie Likui with the final step. That was why a 

part of Qin Yue's soul appeared from the status. 

"Qi Qi, are you Yue?" Long Hui's lips trembled when he asked the same. "Are you Qin Yue?" 

This time, Yu Qi looked at Long Hui in disbelief eyes. "You know?" 

"You are really Qin Yue?" Long Hui questioned Yu Qi again. 

Yu Qi nodded several times. Her teary eyes did not look away from Long Hui's eyes. 

Long Hui quickly hugged Yu Qi. "Qin Yue, Yu Qi..." He mumbled the two names. 

Everyone was confused when watching both Yu Qi and Long Hui. They did not understand a thing. Likui, 

Qin Yue... Who are they? 



Yu Qi never thought that Long Hui would be in the same state as her. Reliving their past life. Long Hui 

released Yu Qi from his hug. 

"Xie Likui." 

"Qin Yue." 

Yu Qi and Long Hui smiled at each other. 

"Sister Yu Qi, are you okay now?" Dian Qi Qi tried to wave at Yu Qi. 

"Oh, I am sorry." Yu Qi wiped her tears. 

"Don't wipe like that. Your skin will be in pain." Long Hui pulled out a handkerchief and wiped Yu Qi's 

tears gently. 

"Thank you." Yu Qi smiled at Long Hui. 

"I am really sorry to make you see this." Yu Qi apologised to Dian Qi Qi. 

"Oh, I don't mind. But what happened actually? Why are you crying like that?" Dian Qi Qi wanted to 

probe into the detail. 

"It is between us. I can't tell you." Yu Qi said. 

"Why can't you tell us? Why? Are your secret dirty?" Bucong Jiye joined the conversation. 

"Shut up, Bucong Jiye. It is not your business." Dian Qi Qi stated. 

"Well, I am asking." Bucong Jiye smirked. "Who is Likui? I think it is a man's name. Why are you calling 

his name?" 

 


